Thank you for booking an Einstein11Plus Mock exam for your child.
Please read the instructions for the online mock exam on page 1 or the School
based Mock Exam on page 2.

ONLINE MOCK EXAM PROCEDURE
If you have purchased an online mock exam then you will receive a further email with the title
`Einstein11Plus: Online Mock Exam Information`. This email will contain a 32 digit alphanumeric
code to enable your child to take the online mock exam at https://Einstein11Plus.com/onlinemock-exam-login.php
You can also check to see if your child`s details are correct by visiting this page once you have
the code. You do not need to wait until the exam date.

Please read the following instructions before students sit the mock exam
•

Preparation - Ensure that you have a strong internet connection and a quiet workspace. Remove
all resources such as smart phones, calculators, dictionaries etc that may provide a distraction or
an advantage. This mock exam should be taken on a laptop or a desktop computer

•

Content - This exam consists of 7 or 8 mini-tests each timed individually. These will be split into
two sessions of around 45 minutes each with a 15-minute break in between.

•

Timing - Students can only sit the test within the given timeframe. You will need to complete the
exam in one sitting and you will only get one attempt. Each section will time-out when the allotted
time for that test runs out and the next test will appear.

•

Types of Questions - Most of the questions are in multiple choice format whereby you will select
a letter corresponding with the correct answer. Some maths questions require a written answer,
for these you must not include any units of measure or signs (such as cm, %, £, mins) enter the
numbers in your answer only. You may include decimal places.

•

Navigation Instructions - You may go to a specific question number by using the navigation
buttons OR by selecting the numbered circles on the right- hand side of the screen. On some
questions, you may need to scroll down to see all of the question or to enter your answer.

•

Interruptions/ Problems during exam- If something goes wrong and your online exam is
interrupted before you have completed the exam then close the browser and log back in with the
same 32 digit alphanumeric code. You will then continue the mock exam from your last answered
question with the same amount of time remaining.

SCHOOL MOCK EXAM PROCEDURE
The Mock exam for your child is at Sutton Coldfield Town Hall, Upper Clifton Road, Sutton
Coldfield, B73 6AB
The mock exam is held in strict examination conditions in line with the CEM Birmingham
Grammar Test, as such children are not allowed to bring mobile phones, smart watches or any
other device that may provide an advantage. All necessary stationery will be provided.
If your child has an allergy that requires the use of an EpiPen then ensure they have it with them
and relay this information to a member of staff.
If the matter is urgent please call us on 0121 33 00 980 or 0777 927 0205. It may be hard to get
hold of us during the exam as our phones will be on silent.
If you are pleased with our exam service then tell your friends and leave us a good review
at https://bit.ly/2W0C9Bo. If we can improve in any way then please let us know. We are grateful
for all your feedback.

Agenda
Toilets
Parking
Registration
Exam Start date
Exam finish time
Dropping off
Collection
Snacks

Results

Kind regards
Einstein11Plus

Please ensure your child has been to the toilet BEFORE they arrive. There
will be toilet facilities but these should only be used in an emergency.
Please aim to reach us by 1.30pm as you will need to find a pay and
display car park.
2:00pm
2.30pm prompt !
4.30pm
Please accompany your child to the registration point inside the main entrance
Please wait to collect your child. They will be sent out in ascending order of
surname, so please be patient if your surname is towards the end.
Children may bring a snack /drink to be consumed during the break, however they
will not be allowed to consume food or drink during the exam. Please ensure
snacks do not contain nuts.
The results will be available through your parent login on the Einstein11plus
website and also as a pdf emailed to you, seven days after the exam. We provide
free detailed feedback.

